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a b s t r a c t
In this paper, we propose an ordinal optimization (OO) theory-based algorithm to solve
the yet to be explored distributed state estimation with continuous and discrete variables
problems (DSECDP) of large distributed power systems. The proposed algorithmcopeswith
a huge amount of computational complexity problem in large distributed systems and
obtains a satisfactory solution with high probability based on the OO theory. There are two
contributions made in this paper. First, we have developed an OO theory-based algorithm
for DSECDP in a deregulated environment. Second, the proposed algorithm is implemented
in a distributed power system to select a good enough discrete variable solution. We have
tested the proposed algorithm for numerous examples on the IEEE 118-bus and 244-bus
with four subsystemsusing a 4-PC network and compared the resultswith other competing
approaches: Genetic Algorithm, Tabu Search, Ant Colony System and Simulated Annealing
methods. The test results demonstrate the validity, robustness and excellent computational
efficiency of the proposed algorithm in obtaining a good enough feasible solution.
© 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The practical network-type systems such as power systems, telephone networks and transportation systems are
mostly large-scale and formed by interconnected subsystems. In general, operation management and state control are
key processes for these systems. A nonlinear constrained optimization problem with a large-scale interconnected system
is computationally complex because of its large dimension and nonlinearity. Conventionally, a central control center is
employed to manage the operations of the whole system. Nowadays, computer communication technologies are more
popular; thus decentralizedmanagement and control has become the current trend. State estimation problems (SEP) are one
of the most important research topics in power systems. Numerous numerical techniques have been developed for these
problems [1,2]. The purpose of the SEP is to determine the best estimate of the current system state (voltage magnitude and
phase angles of all buses). The system states are estimated from available measurements, which are functions of states, such
as power transmission line flow, bus voltagemagnitude, and bus power injection. SEP with constraints can be formulated as
a class of constrained weight least squares problems in its exact problem formulation. Several solution schemes have been
developed along with many technologies corresponding to power systems [3,4]. SEP with continuous variables are typical
convex programming problems. Solutions to these problems mostly originate from nonlinear programming algorithm,
and exploit the linear constraint structure with various approaches [5,6]. Recently, several efficient methods have been
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developed to solve the SEP with equality and/or inequality constraints in power systems [7], which led to some successful
results.
The above investigations focus only on continuous variables, while few attempt to solve SEP with continuous and/or
discrete variables. In real applications, continuous and/or discrete variables both existed in the optimization problems
such as the optimal power flow problems with discrete variables [8], traveling salesman problems, job shop scheduling
problems, and Hamiltonian circuit problems [9]. In fact, SEP with continuous and/or discrete variables are NP-complete
problems because of the huge sample space of discrete variables setting. Various exhaustive searching methods have been
developed in power system research to solve theNP-complete problems such as Simulated Annealing (SA) [10], Evolutionary
Programming (EP) [11], Genetic Algorithm (GA) [12], Tabu Search (TS) [13], Ant colony system (ACS) [14], and Simulated
Annealing (SA) [15,16]. Recently, an efficient ordinal optimization (OO) theory has been developed in [17–21] to solve for a
good enough solution with high probability. The purpose of this paper is to present an approach based on the OO theory to
solve an instance of the distributed SEP including both continuous and discrete variables in large distributed scale systems
and implement the approach in a 4-PC network.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the mathematical formulation of the distributed state estimation
with continuous and discrete variables problems (DSECDP). Section 3 presents the proposed OO theory-based algorithm
for solving DSECDP. Section 4 tests the proposed algorithm in two power systems, the IEEE 118-bus and IEEE 244-bus with
four subsystems, and compares the results with those obtained by other existing approaches. Finally, a brief conclusion is
given in Section 5. The details of the proposed Distributed Dual-type algorithm for solving CDSEP and the OO theory analysis
applied to the proposed method are given in Appendices A and B.
2. Mathematical formulation of the distributed state estimation with continuous and discrete variables problems
(DSECDP)
First, we introduce the notations for the distributed state estimation with continuous and discrete variables problems
(DSECDP) for the ith area or subsystem.
adi Discrete variables such as switching shunt capacitor banks and transformer taps.
aci Continuous version of adi .
DSECDP Distributed state estimation with continuous and discrete variables problems.
CDSEP Continuous type of DSECDP, by replacing the discrete variables adi in DSECDP as
continuous variables aci .
aci , a¯ci Lower and upper bound of aci .
xi Denotes the vector of continuous state variables, which consist of voltage
magnitudes and phase angles.
xib Denotes the vector of boundary states of subsystem i and is a sub vector of xi.
j ∈ L(i) Denotes subsystem j connected with subsystem i.
xijb Denotes the vector of boundary states of subsystems j, j 6= i, j ∈ L(i) and also a sub
vector of xjb .
gi(xi, xijb , adi) = 0 Denotes the flow balance constraints.
hi(xi, xijb) ≤ 0 The physical limits such as the maximum active/reactive power output constraints
of generators.
zi Measurement-value vector, which may include power injection measurements and
tie-line flow measurements measured from the end bus.
h¯i Nonlinear measurement vector function of states corresponding to the
measurement zi.
Ri Diagonal covariance matrix of the Gaussian measurement error vector [zi − h¯i(xi)].
J Objective function of DSECDP, J =∑Ii=1 Ji (= 12 [zi − h¯i(xi)]TR−1i [zi − h¯i(xi)]).
Ad Sample space of ad and Ad =⋃Ii=1 Adi .
a∗ci Vector of the optimal solution of the discrete variable of adi replaced by the vector
of continuous variable aci .
aci,j jth component of the continuous variable vector aci .[a∗ci,j Nearest lower bound integer (near left hand side integer value) of the a∗ci,j .
a∗ci,j ] Nearest upper bound integer (near right hand side integer value) of the a∗ci,j .
ui Lagrange multiplier sub vector of u, uT = (u1, . . . , uI)T , corresponding the equality
constraints of flow balance constraints.
ε Positive real numbers.
In this paper, we assume the considered large-scale system is formed by I interconnected subsystems. Fig. 1 shows an
example formed by four interconnected subsystems, in which we denote a state such as the complex voltage of a power
network bus by a single bar, and use a line connecting two bars to represent the physical connection such as a transmission
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Fig. 1. An example system formed by four interconnected subsystems.
line. In Fig. 1, the vector of boundary states (or components) of subsystem 1 is x1b = (x11, x12, x13, x14, x15), and the vector
of boundary states (or components) of the other subsystem 2 connecting with subsystem 1 is x12b = (x21, x22). It should be
noticed that xjib is a sub vector of xib . For example, x
2
1b
= (x11, x12) is a sub vector of x1b [22].
The DSECDP can be formulated as a type of distributed constrained weighted least squares problems described in the
following:
min
x
J(x) =
I∑
i=1
Ji(xi)
(
=1
2
[zi − h¯i(xi)]TR−1i [zi − h¯i(xi)]
)
(1a)
subject to
gi(xi, xijb , adi) = 0 (1b)
hi(xi, xijb) ≤ 0 (1c)
adi ∈ Adi, ∀j ∈ L(i), i = 1, . . . , I. (1d)
The goal of the DSECDP is to find an optimal continuous state variable xi and a discrete variable adi from the sample
space Adi so that the objective function J(x) is minimized, while satisfying the flow balance constraints (1b) and the physical
limits (1c).
3. The OO theory-based algorithm for solving the DSECDP
The physical limits hi(xi, xijb) ≤ 0 (1c) can be transformed into simple inequality constraints hi(xi) ≤ 0 and coupling
inequality constraints hij(x
j
ib
, xijb) ≤ 0, in which hi(xi) ≤ 0 involves the state xi in subsystem i only, while hij(xjib , xijb) ≤ 0
involves the boundary state xjib and x
i
jb
as to subsystem i and j respectively. Furthermore, we use slack variables, ρij, to
simply the coupling inequality constraints as hij(x
j
ib
, xijb) − ρij = 0, ρij ≤ 0. Therefore, the DSECDP stated in (1a)–(1d) can
be rewritten in the following:
min
x
J(x) =
I∑
i=1
Ji(xi)
(
=1
2
[zi − h¯i(xi)]TR−1i [zi − h¯i(xi)]
)
(2a)
subject to
gi(xi, xijb , adi) = 0 (2b)
hi(xi) ≤ 0 (2c)
hij(x
j
ib
, xijb)− ρij = 0 (2d)
ρij ≤ 0 (2e)
adi ∈ Adi , ∀j ∈ L(i), i = 1, . . . , I. (2f)
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TheDSECDPbelong to a class ofNP-complete optimizationproblems anddifficult to be solved by the exhaustive searching
method. For a given ad, problem (2a)–(2f) is a large dimension Continuous Distributed Stated Estimation Problem (CDSEP).
To evaluate the performance of a ad, we need to solve a CDSEP. Concerning the enormous size of Ad, if the whole system has
r = 40 discrete variables and each one has κ = 4 possible discrete values, there are κ r = 440 ∼= 1024 possible solutions ad’s.
To cope with the computationally expensive caused by the enormous size of Ad, we will employ the OO strategy to select a
good enough solution instead of optimal ad in Ad and simultaneously solve the CDSEP under this ad.
3.1. The OO theory-based algorithm
Our scheme to carry out the OO theory concept in a distributed power system can be stated below. Each subsystem iwill
evaluate the estimated performances of adi ’s and send the evaluation results to the source subsystem, which will rank and
select a set of top ranked ad’s based on the gathering estimatedperformances of ad’s sent fromall subsystems i = 1, . . . , I and
send the sub vector adi ’s of the selected ad’s to subsystem i. Based on this scheme, the proposed OO theory-based algorithm
consists of three phases for solving DSECDP for a good enough solution.
1. Phase-1: A continuous variable and minimum norm approaches were employed to efficiently select the Representative
Set N from Ad.
(1) The continuous variable approach.
This approach is to reduce the size of the primitive candidate solution set κ r (suppose there are r discrete variables in
the whole system and each one has κ discrete steps), Ad to 2r based on the optimal solution of the CDSEP.
To achieve this, replacing the discrete adi in (2b) and (2f) by its continuous version aci followed that adi ∈ Adi in (2f) can
be rewritten as aci ≤ aci ≤ a¯ci , and then after some suitable arrangements we obtain a CDSEP as shown in (3a)–(3e)
min
x
J(x) =
I∑
i=1
Ji(xi)
(
=1
2
[zi − h¯i(xi)]TR−1i [zi − h¯i(xi)]
)
(3a)
subject to
gi(xi, xijb , aci) = 0 (3b)
h′i(xi) ≤ 0 (3c)
hij(x
j
ib
, xijb)− ρij = 0 (3d)
ρij ≤ 0, ∀j ∈ L(i), i = 1, . . . , I. (3e)
Note that these bounded constraints on aci (aci ≤ aci ≤ a¯ci ) are included in the inequality constraints h′i(xi) ≤ 0 shown
in (3c). Furthermore, we define the functions hij(x
j
ib
, xijb , ρij) = hij(xjib , xijb) − ρij and hLi = hij,∀j ∈ L(i). And we also define
the vector of slack variable ρLi = ρij, ∀j ∈ L(i). Setting yi = (xi, aci , ρLi), and yLi = xijb , ∀j ∈ L(i), Gi(yi, yLi) = (gi, hLi) and
Hi = (h′i, ρLi).
Therefore, the CDSEP (3a)–(3e) can be rewritten as follows.
min
y
J(y) =
I∑
i=1
Ji(yi) (4a)
subject to
Gi(yi, yLi) = 0 (4b)
Hi(yi) ≤ 0, i = 1, . . . , I. (4c)
We can partition Gi(yi, yLi) into (G
◦
i (yi),Gib(yib , yLi)) so that G
◦
i (yi) involves yi only, while Gib(yib , yLi) involves yib and yLi .
Thus, the CDSEP shown in (4a)–(4c) can be rewritten as
min
y
J(y) =
I∑
i=1
Ji(yi) (5a)
subject to
G◦i (yi) = 0, Gib(yib , yLi) = 0 (5b)
Hi(yi) ≤ 0, i = 1, . . . , I. (5c)
We can use the Distributed Dual-type algorithm presented in Appendix A to solve the CDSEP (5a)–(5c). And we have
reduced the size of candidate solution set, Ad, to 2r .
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(2) The minimum norm approach.
This approach is to further reduce the size of the candidate solution set from 2r to 2
∑I
i=1 ni ∼= N base on the minimum
norm approach. We use a factor ni to decrease the searching sample space of discrete variables in subsystem i and ni is a
faction of ri, say ni = ri/pi, pi is predetermined, which is set to be satisfied 2
∑I
i=1 ni ∼= N and form the Representative set N
used in the OO theory approach. To achieve this, we proceed as follows.
We let a∗ci,j and a
∗
di,j
denote the jth component of a∗ci and a
∗
di
in subsystem i, respectively, and define1Raci,j = a∗ci,j ] − a∗ci,j
and1Laci,j = a∗ci,j − [a∗ci,j , where a∗ci,j ] and [a∗ci,j denote the closest discrete value on the right-hand side and left-hand side of
a∗ci,j , respectively.
If min
(
‖1Raci,j/a∗ci,j‖, ‖1Laci,j/a∗ci,j‖
)
≤ ηi, where ηi is a predetermined positive value, then the discrete value adi,j is
fixed at ‘‘[a∗ci,j ’’ or ‘‘a∗ci,j ]’’. Smaller ‖1Raci,j/a∗ci,j‖
(
or‖1Laci,j/a∗ci,j‖
)
implies that 1Raci,j (or 1
Laci,j ) will affect J
∗ lightly. We
let ‖1maci,j/a∗ci,j‖ = min
(
‖1Raci,j/a∗ci,j‖, ‖1Laci,j/a∗ci,j‖
)
and rank aci,j , j = 1, . . . , ri, based on the values of ‖1maci,j/a∗ci,j‖
so that the smaller the latter, the higher rank the former. Then, for each of the top ranked (ri − ni) · aci,j ’s, we will fix the
corresponding discrete variable adi,j at a
∗
ci,j ] if ‖1maci,j/a∗ci,j‖ = ‖1Raci,j/a∗ci,j‖ or at [a∗ci,j if ‖1maci,j/a∗ci,j‖ = ‖1Laci,j/a∗ci,j‖.
Now, since each of ni yet fixed discrete variables in subsystem i can take two neighboring discrete values, there are 2ni
possible adi ’s in subsystem i, and we denote them by adi(l), l = 1, . . . , 2ni . Combination of the I subsystem’s ni adi ’s results
in 2
∑I
i=1 ni possible ad’s.
Based on the choosing the value of ηi, we can obtain the value of pi (ni = ri/pi) to further reduce the candidate solution
set from 2r to 2
∑I
i=1 ni . We label these 2
∑I
i=1 ni possible ad’s as ad(j), j = 1, . . . , 2
∑I
i=1 ni to establish the Representative Set N ,
ad(j), j = 1, . . . , 2
∑I
i=1 ni .
2. Phase-2: A sensitivity theory-based goal softening method is used to construct the Selected Subset SS.
The sensitivity theory states that the sensitivity, or the gradient, of J with respect to the value change of the equality
constraint function Gi(yi, yLi) = (G◦i (yi),Gib(yib , yLi)) equals the negative Lagrange multiplier, −ui(=(−u◦i ,−uib)) (u◦i and
uib associate with the equality constraints G
◦
i +∇yiG◦Ti 1yi = 0 and Gib+∇yiGTib1yi+∇yLiGTib1yLi = 0, respectively). Wewill
estimate the performance of the 2
∑I
i=1 ni ad’s obtained in Phase-1 using sensitivity model and select the top ranked s, say
50, ad’s [18]. Since the deviation,1aci(l) = a∗ci − adi(l), will cause the value change on G◦i (y∗i ) and Gib(y∗ib , y∗Li), the deviation
of the overall optimal objective value of (1a),1J∗, caused by the deviation denoted by1J∗(1aci) and we will compute the
estimated deviation of the optimal objective value due to the deviation for each of the 2niadi(l)’s in subsystem i stated below:
1J∗(1aci(l)) ∼= −u◦Ti ∇aciG◦i (y∗i )T1aci(l)− uTib∇aciGib(y∗ib , y∗Li)T1aci(l). (6)
Then, subsystem i will send the 2ni pairs of (adi(l),1J
∗(1aci(l)))’s to the source subsystem. Now in the source subsystem,
these 2
∑I
i=1 ni possible ad’s are of ad(j), j = 1, . . . , 2
∑I
i=1 ni , and adi(j), the sub vector of ad(j) corresponding to subsystem
i, is one of the 2ni adi(l)’s sent from subsystem i. Due to the linear property of the sensitivity theory [23], we have
1J∗(1ac(j)) = ∑Ii=11J∗(1aci(j)), where 1ac(j) = a∗ci − ad(j) and 1aci(j) is the sub vector of 1ac(j) corresponding to
subsystem i, and 1J∗(1aci(j)) is one of the 2
ni 1J∗(1aci(j))’s sent from subsystem i. The source subsystem will then rank
these 2
∑I
i=1 niad(l)’s based on the corresponding values of ‖1J∗(1ac(j))‖ so that the ad(j) with smaller ‖1J∗(1ac(j))‖ has
higher rank. Subsequently, we can pick the top ranked sad(j)’s and relabeled them as ad(jm), m = 1, . . . , s. Then the source
subsystem will send the corresponding sub vectors, adi(jm), m = 1, . . . , s, to subsystem i, i = 1, . . . , I . Thus, we further
reduce the size of the candidate solution set from 2
∑I
i=1 ni to s and construct the Selected Subset SS, ad(jm), m = 1, . . . , s. In
the meantime, the source subsystem will notify each subsystem to proceed with next stage.
3. Phase-3: We use the exact model to evaluate the s ad(j)’s resulted in Phase-2, and the best one ad(jm)with least objective
value
∑I
i=1 Ji(x
∗
i (ad(jm))) amongm = 1, . . . , swill be the good enough solution that we seek.
The exact model for evaluating the s discrete solutions ad(jm), m = 1, . . . , s obtained in Phase-2 is (1a)–(1d), but
in which the adi is replaced by the fixed adi(jm) and becomes a CDSEP. Thus we can proceed with picking the best
ad(jm) among ad(j1), . . . , ad(js) as follows. While receiving the corresponding sub vectors of the s discrete solutions
resulted in Phase-2 from the source subsystem, all subsystems will cooperate to solve the s CDSEPs. We let x∗(ad(jm)) =
(x∗1(ad(jm)), . . . , x
∗
I (ad(jm))) denote the optimal solution of the CDSEP for the fixed ad(jm). Once the s CDSEPs are solved, each
subsystemwill send the s pairs of (adi(jm), Ji(x
∗
i (adi(jm)))) to the source subsystem. The source subsystemwill calculate the
objective value of the overall system for the given ad(jm) by taking the sum
∑I
i=1 Ji(x
∗
i (ad(jm))). Let ad(jm) be themth discrete
variable among ad(j1), . . . , ad(js), determine
ad(jgm) = arg
{
min
ad(jm)∈SS
I∑
i=1
Ji(x∗i (ad(jm)))
}
. (7)
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Table 1
Environment of the IEEE 118-bus and IEEE 244-bus with four subsystems.
Systems IEEE 118-bus IEEE 244-bus
Subsystems A1 A2 A3 A4 B1 B2 B3 B4
# of buses 32 28 26 32 63 57 63 61
# of lines 49 33 30 47 122 98 79 97
# of gen. buses 8 5 5 5 14 9 10 13
Then ad(j
g
m) will be the best ad(jm) among m = 1, . . . , s. Thus the ad(jgm) associated with the x∗(ad(jgm)) will be the good
enough solution that we seek.
3.2. OO theory-based algorithm for DSECDP in subsystem i
Step OO0. (Source subsystem only) Command all subsystems to begin.
Step OO1. (For every subsystem) While receiving the command from the source subsystem, perform the first unit of Phase-1
of continuous variable approach associated with Distributed Dual-type algorithm for CDSEP to reduce the size of
the primitive candidate solution set, from Ad to 2rad.
Step OO2. (For every subsystem) While receiving the convergence signal of CDSEP from the source subsystem, perform the
second unit of Phase-1 of minimum norm approach to further reduce the size of the 2rad candidate solutions to
Nad and establish the Representative Set N .
Step OO3. (For every subsystem) Compute 1J∗(1aci(l)) by (6), where 1aci(l) = a∗ci − adi(l) and send the 2ni pairs of
(adi(l), 1J
∗(1aci(l))), l = 1, . . . , 2ni to the source subsystem.
Step OO4. (Source subsystem only) When receiving the 2ni pairs of (adi(l), 1J
∗(1aci(l))), l = 1, . . . , 2ni , from subsystem
i, i = 1, . . . , I , the source subsystem will pick the best s from the 2∑Ii=1 ni ad’s based on the sensitivity model as
stated in Phase-2. Relabeled the picked sad’s as ad(jm), m = 1, . . . , s to construct the Selected Subset SS and send
adi(jm), m = 1, . . . , s to subsystem i, i = 1, . . . , I .
Step OO5. (For every subsystem) Once receiving the s sub vectors adi(jm), m = 1, . . . , s from the source subsystem, start
to solve the s CDSEPs using Distributed Dual-type algorithm. Once the s CDSEPs are solved, send the s pairs of
(adi(jm), Ji(x
∗
i (ad(jm)))), m = 1, . . . , s to the source subsystem.
Step OO6. (Source subsystem only) While receiving the s pairs of (adi(jm), Ji(x
∗
i (ad(jm)))), m = 1, . . . , s, from subsystems i,
i = 1, . . . , I , the source subsystem compute the sum∑Ii=1 Ji(x∗i (ad(jm))) for eachm = 1, . . . , s and find ad(jgm) by
(7) and send adi(j
g
m) to subsystem i, i = 1, . . . , I .
Step OO7. (For every subsystem) Once receiving the good enough sub vector adi(j
g
m) from the source subsystem, stop, and
output the solution (x∗i (ad(j
g
m)), adi(j
g
m)).
4. Simulation and test results
We implemented the proposedOO theory-based algorithm for DSECDP in a deregulated environment (4-PC network) and
demonstrated the computational efficiency and the goodness of the obtained good enough solutions by indirect comparisons
with four heuristic competing methods stated below. We employed the proposed method to solve the DSECDP of the IEEE
118-buswith four subsystems (A1, A2, A3 andA4) and IEEE 244-buswith four subsystems (B1, B2, B3 andB4) shown in Figs. 2
and 3, respectively. Each subsystem is indicated by a closed-dash contour and associated with a PC. Some details as to the
environment regarding number of buses, number of transmission lines and number of generation buses in each subsystem
are shown in Table 1. The considered objective function is of the weighted least squares function DSECDP (1a)–(1d) and the
discrete variables are of the switching capacity bank and transform tap ratio setting. We assume each switching capacitor
is equipped with 4 capacitor banks, and the capacity of a bank is 14MVAR. We assume each transformer tap has 32 discrete
steps so that each step is 5/8% of the nominal transformer tap ratio. We consider four sets of discrete variables, namely
Cases (a), (b), (c), and (d) in IEEE 118-bus with four subsystems and Cases (A), (B), (C), and (D) in IEEE 244-bus with four
subsystems and the number of switching capacitors and transformers in each subsystem for each set are shown in Tables 2
and 3. The numbers of discrete variables are increased from Case (a) to Case (d), as well as from Case (A) to Case (D).
In IEEE 118-bus with four subsystems, due to each capacitor has four capacitor banks and each transform tap has 32
discrete steps, and the corresponding sizes of the discrete sample of ad in Ad are (46 × 326) × (44 × 324) × (44 × 324) ×
(44 × 324), (48 × 328)× (44 × 324)× (44 × 324)× (44 × 324), (410 × 3210)× (46 × 326)× (46 × 326)× (46 × 326), and
(412 × 3212) × (46 × 326) × (46 × 326) × (46 × 326) in Cases (a), (b), (c) and (d), respectively. The descriptions as to the
numbers of discrete variable in IEEE 244-bus with four subsystems are the same as those described above.
For each test system, each discrete variable set, we have tested four cases of discrete variable set. Andwehave tested 1000
examples in each test case. We applied the proposed OO theory-based algorithm to solve the DSECDP of these four cases in
the 4-PC network and we called this test as ‘‘Distributed version OO theory-based algorithm implemented in 4-PC network
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Fig. 2. Diagram of the IEEE 118-bus with four subsystems.
Table 2
The four sets of discrete variables Cases (a)–(d) in IEEE 118-bus with four subsystems.
Cases IEEE 118-bus with four subsystems
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Subsystems A1 A2 A3 A4 A1 A2 A3 A4 A1 A2 A3 A4 A1 A2 A3 A4
# of Cap. 6 4 4 4 8 4 4 4 10 6 6 6 12 6 6 6
# of Trans. 6 4 4 4 8 4 4 4 10 6 6 6 12 6 6 6
ri 12 8 8 8 16 8 8 8 20 12 12 12 24 12 12 12
ni 3 2 2 2 6 2 2 2 8 3 3 3 10 3 3 3
Table 3
The four sets of discrete variables Cases (A)–(D) in IEEE 244-bus with four subsystems.
Cases IEEE 244-bus with four subsystems
(A) (B) (C) (D)
Subsystems B1 B2 B3 B4 B1 B2 B3 B4 B1 B2 B3 B4 B1 B2 B3 B4
# of Cap. 16 8 8 8 18 8 8 8 20 12 12 12 24 12 12 12
# of Trans. 16 8 8 8 18 8 8 8 20 12 12 12 24 12 12 12
ri 32 16 16 16 36 16 16 16 40 24 24 24 48 24 24 24
ni 8 4 4 4 10 4 4 4 10 6 6 6 12 6 6 6
(Distri.)’’. The four PC are of the samemodel: Pentium IV, 2.66 GHz processor and 1.25 GB RAM.We assign subsystem A1 and
B1 as the source subsystems of the IEEE 118-bus and 244-bus with four subsystems, respectively. The program is written in
C. We employ the TCP/IP as the communication protocol in a 4-PC network. We set ε = 10−4 in the Distributed Dual-type
algorithm and s = 50 [18] in the OO theory-based algorithm. The values of ri in each subsystem i can be easily calculated by
adding the number of switching capacitors and transformers as shown in the fifth row of Tables 2 and 3, and the values of
ni for each subsystem i are also shown in the last row of Tables 2 and 3.
The final objective value of the overall system in each case obtained by the OO theory-based algorithm and corresponding
CPU time consumed in the 4-PC network are shown in the second and the tenth columns in Table 4 (IEEE 118-bus with
four subsystems) and Table 5 (IEEE 244-bus with four subsystems). The consumed CPU time including the communication
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Fig. 3. Diagram of the IEEE 244-bus with four subsystems.
Table 4
Comparisons of our algorithmwith four heuristic methods, GA, TS, ACS, and SA in solving 1000 examples in each case of DSECDP in IEEE 118-bus with four
subsystems.
Cases Objective value CPU time (s)
Distri. Centr.
(I)
GA
(II)
II−I
I
(%)
TS
(III)
III−I
I
(%)
ACS
(IV)
IV−I
I
(%)
SA
(V)
V−I
I
(%)
Distri. Centr.
(i)
GA
(ii)
TS
(iii)
ACS
(iv)
SA
(v)
(a) 57.02 57.02 66.43 16.5 66.43 16.5 68.38 19.9 69.30 21.5 0.67 1.91 38.44 35.27 39.09 15.80
(b) 46.27 46.27 53.73 16.1 53.73 16.1 59.37 28.3 54.86 18.6 0.72 2.17 42.66 44.59 58.58 19.11
(c) 38.56 38.56 44.13 14.4 43.52 12.9 51.96 34.8 50.52 31.0 0.73 2.20 55.44 60.81 86.25 22.80
(d) 36.74 36.74 41.98 14.2 41.59 13.2 49.66 35.2 42.78 16.4 0.72 2.19 73.84 68.14 106.55 26.86
overhead in the 4-PC network is counted until the source subsystem determines the good enough discrete solution and
sends the corresponding sub vector to each subsystem.
To verify our results, we also implemented the OO theory-based algorithm in a single PC and applied to the four cases
in two different test systems, and we called this test as ‘‘Centralized version OO theory-based algorithm implemented in a
single PC (Centr.)’’. The final objective values shown in the third columnof Tables 4 and 5 are exactly the same as that (second
column in the same tables) obtained in the 4-PC network, and the consumed CPU times are also shown in the eleventh
column of Tables 4 and 5. During the simulation process, we found that the optimal objective value is more sensitive to
capacitor due to larger discrete step unless the optimal continuous capacitor value is already close to one of the neighboring
discrete values. This result is consistent with the study in [24].
From Tables 4 and 5, we can clearly see that the proposed OO theory-based algorithm is successfully implemented in
a computer network, and the consumed CPU time is less than 1/3 but more than 1/4 of the CPU time consumed by the
centralized version in solving the same cases of DSECDP in both IEEE 118-bus and IEEE 244-bus with four subsystems. We
also can see the objective values obtained by the Distri. and Centr. are exactly the same of the two versions. Although we
cannot find any competing methods in dealing with the DSECDP considered in this paper up to now, we can treat (1a)–(1d)
as a centralized SECDP for all the four cases in two different test systems. We made a comparison of our algorithm with
four heuristic methods: Genetic Algorithm (GA) method [12], Tabu Search (TS) method [13], Ant Colony System (ACS)
method [14], and Simulated Annealing (SA) method [15,16] for solving SECDP. We used four heuristic methods to solve
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Table 5
Comparisons of our algorithmwith four heuristic methods, GA, TS, ACS, and SA in solving 1000 examples in each case of DSECDP in IEEE 244-bus with four
subsystems.
Cases Objective value CPU time (s)
Distri. Centr.
(I)
GA
(II)
II−I
I
(%)
TS
(III)
III−I
I
(%)
ACS
(IV)
IV−I
I
(%)
SA
(V)
V−I
I
(%)
Distri. Centr.
(i)
GA
(ii)
TS
(iii)
ACS
(iv)
SA
(v)
(A) 105.73 105.73 127.67 20.8 127.77 20.9 129.95 22.9 130.35 23.3 2.29 6.91 62.53 85.98 120.55 95.56
(B) 89.66 89.66 101.98 13.8 108.35 20.9 117.05 30.6 112.26 25.2 2.29 6.89 112.47 143.91 167.31 106.91
(C) 83.61 83.61 101.06 20.7 102.45 22.4 102.30 22.2 108.10 29.3 2.39 7.22 185.59 159.89 201.34 143.09
(D) 82.72 82.72 98.86 19.7 100.55 21.7 103.18 24.9 95.44 15.4 2.41 7.31 231.31 197.52 264.10 151.90
Distri.: Distributed version OO theory-based algorithm implemented in 4-PC network.
Centr.: Centralized version OO theory-based algorithm implemented in a single PC.
GA: Genetic algorithm.
TS: Tabu search.
ACS: Ant colony system.
SA: Simulated annealing.
the same 1000 examples in each case of two different test systems with the same initial guess and stopping criteria in a
single PC. The average CPU time and the resulting objective value consumed by four competing methods are also shown in
Tables 4 and 5.
In Table 4, we can see, in most cases, while the discrete variables increase (from Case (a) to Case (d)) the computational
efficiency of the proposed algorithm represents superior with respect to four heuristic methods and this can be verified by
the fact that the four heuristicmethods needmore CPU time than the proposedmethodwithin the four different cases shown
in the last four columns. Furthermore, by numerical calculating the speed up ratios of the GA (ii/i), TS (iii/i), ACS (iv/i), and
SA (v/i) methods versus the proposed method, we find that when the GA, TS, ACS, and SA methods consumed about 24.68,
24.44, 33.83 and 9.92 times, on the average, of the CPU time consumed by the centralized version of the OO theory-based
algorithm, however, their best so far objective values are still 15.30%, 14.68%, 29.55%, and 21.87% (fifth, seventh, ninth and
eleventh columns, the objective value reduced in Table 4), on the average, more than the objective value obtained by the
centralized version of the OO theory-based algorithm, respectively.
We also can see that, in most of the cases, the efficiency of the proposed algorithm for obtaining a good enough solution
with less objective values is more significant while the test system becomesmore complicate and this can be observed from
the fifth and seventh columns within two different test systems (the objective value reduced as to the GA and TS methods
in Tables 4 and 5). Furthermore, we also can see while the discrete variables increase (from Case (A) to Case (D) in Table 5)
the computational efficiency of the proposed algorithm represents much better with respect to four heuristic methods and
this can be verified by the fact that the proposed method needs less CPU time than the four heuristic methods within the
four different cases shown in the last four columns of Table 5. Furthermore, by numerical calculating the speed up ratios
of the GA (ii/i), TS (iii/i), ACS (iv/i) and SA (v/i) methods versus the proposed method, we find that when the GA, TS, ACS
and SA methods consumed above 20.68, 20.62, 26.44 and 17.49 times, on the average, of the CPU time consumed by the
centralized version of the OO theory-based algorithm, however, their best so far objective values are still 18.75%, 21.48%,
25.15% and 23.3% (fifth, seventh, ninth and eleventh columns, the objective value reduced in Table 5), on the average, more
than the objective values obtained by the centralized version of the OO theory-based algorithm, respectively. These indirect
comparisons demonstrate the computational efficiency of the proposed OO theory-based algorithm and the goodness of the
obtained good enough solutions. The feasibility and the goodness of the obtained good enough solutions in all test cases
confirm the robustness of our algorithm.
We also made two algorithmic step graph of Figs. 4 and 5 to show the detailed progression of the objective function
with respect to the CPU Times (seconds) with our algorithm and four heuristic methods, GA, TS, ACS and SA on Case (d)
and Case (D) of the IEEE 118-bus and IEEE 244-bus with four subsystems, respectively. The progressions of TS, GA, ACS and
SA are drawn by dash-dot line ‘‘— -’’, dotted line ‘‘. . . ’’, point ‘‘•’’, and solid line ‘‘—’’, respectively. The ‘‘∗’’ and ‘‘o’’ points
represent the pair of the objective value and the consumed CPU time obtained by the proposed Distri. and Centr. versions
of the OO theory-based algorithm. We see that the average speed-up ratio of our algorithm corresponding to the TS, GA,
ACS and SA methods are about 31.11, 33.72, 48.65 and 12.26 times, respectively, in solving the DSECDP Case (d) on the IEEE
118-bus with four subsystems and are about 27.02, 31.64, 36.13 and 20.78 times, respectively, in solving the DSECDP Case
(D) on the IEEE 244-bus with four subsystems. Furthermore, the objective value obtaining by our algorithm is also lower
than those obtained by four heuristic methods. This demonstrates the efficiency of the proposed algorithm and the quality
of the obtained solution. These test results show that the performance of our algorithm is significant in solving DSECDP in
large distributed system.
5. Conclusion
This paper presents an ordinal optimization (OO) theory-based algorithm to solve the yet to be explored distributed
state estimation with continuous and discrete variables problems (DSECDP) of large distributed power systems. We have
tested the proposed algorithm for numerous examples on the IEEE 118-bus and 244-bus with four subsystems using a 4-PC
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Fig. 4. Details of the progression of our method and four heuristic methods, GA, TS, ACS, and SA for DSECDP on the Case (d) of the IEEE 118-bus with four
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subsystems.
network and compared the results with other competing approaches, Genetic Algorithm, Tabu Search, Ant Colony System
and Simulated Annealing methods. The proposed algorithm can yield a good enough solution with smaller objective value
than four competing methods. The test results demonstrate the validity, robustness and excellent computational efficiency
of the proposed algorithm in obtaining a good enough feasible solution.
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Appendix A
The Distributed Dual-type algorithm for the CDSEP is designed in the framework of the Dual-type (Dt) method [25–27]
associatedwith the parallel block scaled gradient (PBSG)method [22]. Our approach for solving theCDSEP is a combination of
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the Successive Quadratic Programming (SQP) [23] methodwith the Dtmethod, so that the Quadratic Programming Problem
(QPP) induced in the SQP method is solved by the Dt method. The proposed method uses the following iterations to solve
(5a)–(5c):
yi(k+ 1) = yi(k)+ αi(k)1yi(k), i = 1, . . . , I (8)
where k is the iteration index, αi(k) is a positive step-size.
The1y(k) = (1y1(k), . . . ,1yI(k)) in (8) is the optimal solution of the following QPP:
min
1y
I∑
i=1
[
1yTi ∇2yi Ji1yi +∇yi JTi 1yi
]
(9a)
subject to
G◦i +∇yiG◦Ti 1yi = 0 (9b)
Gib +∇yiGTib1yi +∇yLiGTib1yLi = 0 (9c)
Hi +∇yiHTi 1yi ≤ 0, i = 1, . . . , I. (9d)
Let ui denote the Lagrange multiplier vector associated with the equality constrains in (9b) and (9c) in subsystem
i. We partition ui to be (u◦i , uib) so that u
◦
i and uib associate with the equality constraints G
◦
i + ∇yiG◦Ti 1yi = 0 and
Gib +∇yiGTib1yi +∇yLiGTib1yLi = 0, respectively. Then the dual problem of (9) can be stated below:
maxϕ(u) (10)
where the dual function ϕ(u) is defined by
ϕ(u) = min
1y∈Γ
I∑
i=1
{
[1yTi ∇2yi Ji1yi +∇yi JTi 1yi] + u◦Ti [G◦i +∇yiG◦Ti 1yi] + uTib [Gib +∇yiGTib1yi +∇yLiGTib1yLi ]
}
(11)
in which we have set the inequality constraints on1y as its domain denoted by Γ ,
Γ = {1y|Hi +∇yiHTi 1yi ≤ 0, i = 1, . . . , I} . (12)
The Dt method uses the following iterations to solve the dual problem (10):
ui(t + 1) = ui(t)+ βi(t)1ui(t), i = 1, . . . , I (13)
where t is the iteration index, and βi(t) is a positive step-size. The1u(t) = (1u1(t), . . . ,1uI(t)) is obtained from solving
the following linear equations
ψ1u+∇uϕ(u) = 0 (14)
where ∇uϕ(u) denotes the gradient of ϕ(u) with respect to u; the block diagonal matrix ψ = diag(ψ1, . . . , ψI) is an
approximate Hessian of the dual function ϕ(u) without considering the constraints 1y ∈ Γ . The ith diagonal block sub
matrix of ψ denoted by ψi is given by [23]:
ψi =
[
ψ◦◦i ψ
◦b
i
ψb◦i ψ
bb
i
]
(15)
where
ψ◦◦i = −∇yiG◦Ti D−1i ∇yiG◦i (16)
ψ◦bi = −∇yiG◦Ti D−1i ∇yiGib (17)
ψb◦i = −∇yiGTibD−1i ∇yiG◦i (18)
ψbbi = −∇yiGTibD−1i ∇yiGib (19)
and the matrix Di in (16)–(19) is defined by
Di = ∇2yi J + δI (20)
in which the matrix I is an identity matrix and δ is a small positive real number to make Di positive definite. Note that in
(16)–(19), we do not consider the constraint1y ∈ Γ . Sinceψ is block diagonal, we can decompose (14) into the following:
ψi1ui +∇uiϕ(u) = 0, i = 1, . . . , I (21)
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where (∇u1ϕ(u), . . . ,∇uIϕ(u)) = ∇uϕ(u). We can partition ∇uiϕ(u) into (∇u◦i ϕ(u),∇uibϕ(u)), which can be computed by
(22) and (23) [23]:
∇u◦i ϕ(u) = G◦i +∇yiG◦Ti 1yˆi (22)
∇uibϕ(u) = Gib +∇yiGTib1yˆi +∇yLiGTib1yˆLi (23)
in which1yˆi, i = 1, . . . , I , is the optimal solution of theminimization problem on the RHS of (11). Thus to compute∇uϕ(u)
using (22) and (23), we need to solve the minimization problem on the RHS of (11) first as stated in the following. The
constraint set Γ in (12) can be expressed as Γ = ∪Ii=1 Γi, where Γi = {1yi|Hi+∇yiHTi 1yi ≤ 0} and Γi ∩Γj = φ if i 6= j. We
define ujib , j ∈ L(i) as the sub vector of uib associated with the constraint Gjib + ∇yiGj
T
ib
1yi + ∇yijbG
jT
ib
1yijb = 0, which is part
of Gib +∇yiGTib1yi +∇yLiGTib1yLi = 0 that involves yijb . Thus the last term in (11) regarding subsystem i can be rewritten as
uTib [Gib +∇yiGTib1yi] +
∑
j∈L(i)
uj
T
ib
[∇yijbG
jT
ib
1yijb ]. (24)
Taking the summation
∑I
i=1 into account and suitably rearranging terms,we can rewrite
∑I
i=1
(∑
j∈L(i) u
jT
ib
[∇yijbG
jT
ib
1yijb ]
)
(the term inside the parenthesis is the last term in (24)), as
∑I
i=1
∑
j∈L(i) u
iT
jb
[∇yjibG
iT
jb
1yjib ]. Therefore, the minimization
problem on the RHS of (11) is separable and can be decomposed into the following I independent minimization sub
problems: For i = 1, . . . , I ,
min
1yi∈Γi
{
[1yTi ∇2yi Ji1yi +∇yi JTi 1yi] + u◦Ti [G◦i +∇yiG◦Ti 1yi] + uTib [Gib +∇yiGTib1yi] +
∑
j∈L(i)
uijb
T [∇yjibG
iT
jb1y
j
ib
]
}
. (25)
Once the optimal solution of (25), 1yˆi, is obtained for all i, we can calculate ∇uiϕ(u) by (22) and (23). Subsequently,
1ui, i = 1, . . . , I can be solved from (21).
Regarding convergence determination,1u(t) is an ascent direction for the dual function ϕ(u) at u(t). Thus if the step-size
βi(t) is determined by the Armijo’s rule or is a small enough constant, the Dt method (13) and (21) will converge. Similarly,
1y(k) is a descent direction of the objective function1J(y) =∑Ii=1 Ji(yi) at y(k), thus if the step-size αi(k) is determined by
the Armijo’s rule or is a small enough constant, the SQPmethod (8) and (9) will converge.We assign a subsystem namely the
source subsystem to monitor the convergence of the SQP and Dt methods in the distributed computer network. Following is
the algorithmic steps for solving CDSEP in each subsystem i, and the steps for determining the convergence will be executed
in the source subsystem only, which will be indicated specifically.
Now we are ready to state the algorithmic steps for subsystem i to solve the CDSEP (5a)–(5c).
A.1. Distributed Dual-type algorithm for CDSEP, i = 1, . . . , I
Step Dt0. (For every subsystem) Initially set yi(0), ui(0), k = 0, t = 0, ε.
Step Dt1. (For every subsystem) Calculate the values of ∇yi Ji,∇2yi Ji, G◦i ,∇yiG◦i , send yjib(k) to subsystems j, ∀j ∈ L(i).
Step Dt2. (For every subsystem) Once receiving yijb(k) from subsystems j, ∀j ∈ L(i) calculate Gib ,∇yiGib ,∇yijbG
j
ib
, ∀j ∈ L(i),
and ψi (by (16)–(19)); send ∇yijbG
j
ib
to subsystems j, ∀j ∈ L(i).
Step Dt3. (For every subsystem) Once receiving ∇yjibG
i
jb
from subsystems j, ∀j ∈ L(i) go to Step Dt4.
Step Dt4. (For every subsystem) Send ujib(t) to subsystems j, ∀j ∈ L(i).
Step Dt5. (For every subsystem) Once receiving uijb(t) from subsystems j, ∀j ∈ L(i), obtain1yˆi by solving (25).
Step Dt6. (For every subsystem) Send1yˆjib to subsystems j, ∀j ∈ L(i).
Step Dt7. (For every subsystem) Once1yˆijb from subsystems j, ∀j ∈ L(i) are received, calculate ∇uiϕ(u) by (22) and (23).
Step Dt8. (For every subsystem) Solve1ui(t) by (21) and if ‖1ui(t)‖∞ ≥ ε then go to Step Dt9; otherwise go to Step Dt10.
Step Dt9. (For every subsystem) Update ui(t + 1) by (13), set t = t + 1 and return to Step Dt4.
Step Dt10. (For every subsystem) If ‖1ui(t)‖∞ < ε, send a signal to the source subsystem to notify the convergence of theDt
method in this subsystem and go to Step Dt11 as i = source subsystem or go to Step Dt12 as i 6= source subsystem.
Step Dt11. (Source subsystem only) Once receiving the signal indicating the convergence of the Dt method from all
subsystems, send a convergence signal of the Dt method to subsystem i, i = 1, . . . , I .
Step Dt12. (For every subsystem) Once receiving the convergence signal of the Dt method from the source subsystem, set
1yi(k) = 1yˆi. If ‖1yi(k)‖∞ < ε, send a signal to the source subsystem to notify the convergence of the SQP
method in this subsystem and waiting the further convergence signal from the source subsystem; otherwise,
update yi(k+ 1) by (8) and set k = k+ 1, return to Step Dt1.
Step Dt13. (Source subsystem only) Once receiving the signal indicating the convergence of the SQP method from all
subsystems, send a signal to all subsystems to continue the algorithmic steps in OO theory-based algorithm.
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Appendix B
‘‘Ordinal Optimization’’ (OO) theory has been developed and explored in [18–20] for solving NP-complete optimization
problems to obtain a good enough solution with high probability. The goal softening strategy based on the OO theory is to
decrease the searching space step by step. There are two basic principles of the OO theory. The firstis the tradeoff of order
versus value in decision-making. Clearly, determining whether J(θA) < J(θB) is much easier than calculating the value of
J(θB)− J(θA) = ? The second principle is the goal softening. Instead of asking the best for sure in optimization, it settles for the
good enoughwith high probability. Therefore, the goal softening policy based onOO theory is to decrease the searching space
gradually, which can be carried out in the following three steps: (a) Uniformly select the Representative Set N,N ∼= 1000,
settings fromΘ . (b) Estimate and sort the N settings via a rough model of the considered problem, then select the top s (the
settings samples to form the Selected Subset (SS) and the exact numbers s can be obtained by [19]), which is the candidate
samples of thegood enough subset GSN . (c) Estimate and sort all the s settings in SS via the accurate form, then select the top
k, k ≥ 1 settings (k is called the numbers of alignments in OO theory [19]). The OO theory guarantees that for N ∼= 1000
in (a) and a rough form with moderate noise in (b), the top setting (i.e., k = 1) selected from (c) within s samples must
belong to the good enough subset GSN with probability around 0.95 where good enough subset GSN represents a collection
of the top 5% actually good enough settings among N . According to this conclusion, we can quickly evaluate the estimated
performances of all discrete solutions in the candidate discrete solution set using a substitute model and rank them to select
a set of top ranked solutions. Since there are more good discrete solutions in the selected set of top ranked solutions, we can
employ amore refined model. Finally, we use the exact model to evaluate the s discrete set variables in the Selected Subset SS
and the best one is the good enough solution that we seek.
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